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Abstract. The image quality of airborne photographs is influenced by 
the atmosphere. Several factors affect the atmosphere, such as tem
perature, pressure. humidity, and wind speed. Furthermore, these at
mospheric influences Bre dependent on the flight altitude. The MTF of 
the atmospheric Influences and Its dependence on the altitude are ex
amined theoretically and experimentally. Several airborne photographs 
taken at different altitudes have been evaluated with edge gradient anal
ysis as well as with a grating pattern method. Results are shown. dis
cussed, and compared with model calculations. 
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1 Introduction 
The atmosphere plays an important role in image quality in 
the image fonnation in aerial pbotography. Therefore, it is a 
IIOIlOegligible link of the image transfer chain. In aerial cam
ms DOt yet equipped with a so-caJled forward motion com
pensation system (FMC), the image motion is a dominant 
clement for the reduction of the image quality of airborne 
photographs,l-4 and the influence of the atmosphere is very 
often not taken into consideration. Mter the compensation 
of image motion with FMC, the influences of vibration and 
the atmosphere on the image quality become increasingly 
imponanL The atmospheric influence includes. among other 
things. turbulence, contrast degradation due to atmospheric 
background, and forward scattering by airborne particles.~7 
etc. The atmospheric influences are based on the molecular 
absorption of gas dissolved in air, on the scaneringby aerosol 
and dust panicles. and on local shon and long time cbanges 
of the refractive index. Besides the visible disturbances. the 
meteorological parameters still are of great importance, such 
IS atmospheric pressure, humidity. temperature. temperature 
gradient, and wind speed. These parameters vary with time 
~ we~1 as spatially. Therefore, lhe problems, which appear 
In lJllOvestigation of the atmosphere, are very complicated 
and. bence, must be examined with statistical methods. For 
the investigation of atmospheric influences in optical astron
omy some theoretical work was carried auf-II and verified 
througb practical measurements,I2 whereas the influence of 
~ atmosphere on airborne photographs was often not con
Slde~ and very few reports on investigations were found.s-7 
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In this paper, we study the influences of the atmosphere 
on image quality of airborne photographs. Different models 
of the atmospheric MTF are swrunarized and compared. Re
sults obtained from airborne photographs taken at different 
altitudes are discussed and compared with theoretical models. 

2 Models to Obtain the Atmospheric MTF 

As illustrated in Fig. I, the following atmospheric phenom
ena need to be considered in aerial photography: (I) atmo
spheriC turbulence, (2) contrast degradation due to atmo
spheric background,5.6 (3) forward scanering by airf>rne 
particles 6 and (4) aircraft boundary layer turbulence. The 
influe~ of each phenomenon can be desa:lbed by an M1!. 
Figure 1 shows the image transfer chain hnked by the dif
ferent atmospheric MTFs. 

2.1 AtmospheriC TurtJulence 

The atmospheric turbulence arises from the pennanent mix
ture of cold and warm layers of air, whi~h leads to ~cx:al 
density and humidity variations. 'f!te densl~ an~ hUmJdlo/ 
variations act as temporal and spabal refracbve mdex van
ations. Intensity variations due to turbulence can be repre-

<Ii 'b ' 810 Th sented approximately by a log-normal stn ~bon. . e 
MTF of atmospheriC turbulence has bee~ d~~~~ fr:om the 
log-nonnal model. Using the results ofFne.d. It 15 gIven by 

MTFT~ exp{ -3.44(XfRlr.>"'(I-cx(),f'RlD)VJn ' (1) 

where 
D = the entrance pupil diameter of the camera 
f ~ the focal length of the objective 

A = the wavelength 
R = the spatial frequency 
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Flg. 1 Schematic representation of different atmospheric Influences on Image quality of airborne pho
tographs. 

'0 = Fried's parameter and represents the coherence 
parameter of the atmospheric wavefront 
distortions 

a = parameter: a - 0 for the long exposure, a = 1 for 
the short exposure in the near-field case, a = 112 
for the short exposure in the far-field case' 
D» vu:. (near field) and D« vu:. (fa: field) ; 
L is the length of the propagation path through 
the turbulent medium. 

Thus. it has been attempted (0 describe atmospheric turbu
lence with a single parameter '1)0 which is defined by Fri~ 
as follows: 

[ 

H ] _~ 
'0 = 0.185 X- ' seeO I C;(h) · dh .. 
where 

e = the zenith angle 

Ito = the ground altitude above sea level 

H = the flight altitude above sea level 

h = variable of the altitude 

C~ = the refractive index suucture constant. 

(2) 
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Typical values of Fried's parameter '0 for astronomicaJ ob
servations in the visible spectral range are between 20 and 
200 nun. I I The mean value of r 0 has been investigated by 
Fried and Mevers. IJ For A = 0.55 ..... m and zenith propagation. 
ro = I t 4 mm with a standard deviation of 1.36 has been de
rived from analysis of astronomical sight measurements at 
night at a good observatory sight. 

In aeriaJ photography, only short exposures (T« O.04 s) 
are usually considered. Thus. a in Eq. (I) cannot be zero. In 
comparison with a Iypical observation time in astronomy. 
the exposure time here is so short that the atmospheric rur· 
bulence can be regarded as frozen during the exposure time. 
1l»erefore. the entrance angle variation of the wavefront c~ 
be neglected io the short exposure while it leads loa stochasuc 
image motion in the long exposure. Short exposure can reduce 
the influence of atmospheric turbulence. 

Astronomical photography attempts to comocnsate the 
wavefront distortion with adaptive optics.'" The adaptive.~ 
tical system can control the entrance wavefront in real tlme 
and can compensate its deviation by adequate changes of the 
shape of an active optical component. This is very dif~~ult 
to realize in aerial photography. Using the methods of digital 
image processing, a correction of the influences of turbulence 
on airborne photographs can only take place after the film 
has been developed. f5. 11S Therefore, the knowledge of at
mospheric properties is very important. 
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2.2 Ccntrast Degradation Due to Atmospheric 
Background 

PhotODS entering the imaging system come not only from the 
target but also from the surroundings of the target and from 
the atmospheric background between the target and the im
aging system. The light from the atmospheric background 
causes glare, which leads to an image contrast degradation.' 
The brighter the atmospheric background, the smaller the 
percentage of photons received that derive from the target 
itself. The MTF of the contrast degradation is given bY; 

M11'.~ [p~~.n + p.(~.nJ / {p~~.n + p.(~.n 

+ [21TN.(A.T)IM,(~)J exp[ seeD J ,,(h.~) dh ]} .. 
wiler< 

p, = the target reflection coefficient 

P. - the target background reflection coefficient 
NA = the atmospheric radiance imaged over the path 

length /ro-H 
AI, = the solar irradiance 
a = the atmospheric extinction coefficient 
T - the absolute temperature. 

(3) 

The exponential term in Eq. (3) is reciprocal to the atmo
spheric transmission. For H < 10 kin. there is6: 

H H 

I (J ·dh""o f exp( - hll.2) dh • 
~ .. (4) 

where 0"0 is the extinction coefficient at sea level. According 
toE,!s. (3) and (4). the MTF of contrast degradationdecreases 
WJth lI1CI'eaSing flight altitude. Equation (3) shows that the 
MTF due to COntrast degradation is independent of spatial 
frequency. Therefore. the entire M1F should be reduced 
equaUy over all spatial frequencies by the atmospheric back
ground. 

2.3 Forward Scattering by Airbome Particles 

There are particles of different size in the atmosphere. for 
example, haze (panicle diameter 0.01 up to I ""m), smoke 
and dust panicles (0.1 up to 10 I'ID). fog and clouds (1 u~ 
to 100 lUll). rain (IOOup to 1000 I'ID). and snow (> I mm).' 
~y.ca~ scattering of light at different angles relative to 

e l~on of propagation. The light scattering at smaIl 
~t CS IS calJed the forward scattering. Forward-scattered 
g t at v.ery small angles may cnter the imaging system to
~~ \fr'~tb ~e UDscattered light, thus it can affect the inten
.:: !diSlrtbubon of the point sproad function. The effect of 
Icngthorward scattering on image quality depends on wavc
••• be an~ particle size. The M1F of the forward scattering 
--- wntteo 856: 

MTFs = 

exp{ - (:)' sccO J (S"(h.A)+A.{h.A)] dh} R<R. 
H .. 

. exp{ - sccO f (S.{h)')+A.{h.X)] dh} R;'R< 

.. (5) 

where Sa is the scattering coefficient and A. is the atmos
pheric absorption coefficient In Eq. (5), Rc is a spatial fre
quency cutoff. The MTF of the forward scattering remains 
unchanged above Rc for a given flight altitude and wavelength 
as shown in the second part of Eq. (5). It is defined by 

(6) 

where a represents the scattering partjcJe radius. Forexample • 
we suppose the following: 

a = S ILm (smoke and dust particles) 
~ = 0.55 I'ID 

f ~ 300 nun. 

Then, it results from Eq. (6): 

Rc =O.03 nun-I . 

This shows that the cutoff frequency Rc is very small in the 
nonnal case. Thus, onJy in a very small frequency range is 
the M1F of the forward scanering dependent on the spatial 
frequency. This range with very tow spatial frequencies is 
so small that it can be neglected by the evaluation of airborne 
photographs. Therefore. the MI'F of the forward scattering 
can be considered independent of the spatial frequency as 
shown in Eq. (5). 

2.4 Aircraft Boundary Layer Turbulence 

Due to the motion of the aircraft through the ambient air. 
turbulences are produced in a boundary layer direct1y in front 
afthe objective of the aerial camera. Fwtherturbulence inside 
the camera can arise from strong thermal gradients imposed 
by the air within the camera. These turbulences are call~ 
aircraft boundary layer turbulences.7 They differ from the 
Donnal atmospheric turbulences and additionally deteriorate 
the image qUality. In analogy to the MTF of the atmospheric 
rurbuJence, the boundary layer turbulence is given by an 
exponential function7

: 

MTF'L =exp[ -3.44(AfRlr.i'J . (7) 

Instead of ro in Eq. (I), another parameter rbl is introduced 
in Eq. (7) to characterize the boundary layer turbulence: TN 

is a correlation length for the boundary layer. There is a 
hypothesis that rill should be proportional to A o/s. This has 
been confinned by some experimental data.' Furthermore, 
the size of the parameter r/)l depends on the flight speed. on 
the air density around the aircraft, and on the swface form 
of the aircraft, namely. on the type of the aircraft. At visible 
wavelengths, the values of 5 to 20 mID have been measured 
for several aircraft types." For a flight altitude of 12 bn, rbl 
between 8.3 and 14.5 rom were found by Smith. 7 These val-
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ues of Till are smaller than all typical values of Fried' s pa· 
rameter (see Sec. 2.1). Thus, the influence of the MTF of 
aircraft boundary layer turbulence can be stronger than at· 
mospheric twbulence. 

The entire annospheric MTF can be composed of the 
MTFs mentioned above. One has to consider how the MTFs 
of the various atmospheric inftuences can be connected. For 
the first three MTFs cited above. the following connection 
has been suggested by Kopeika6: 

MTFA(R.~) '" MTF'<~) · MTFT(R.~) 

X[~+~' MTFS<R.~)] (8) 
1,,+ Is 1,,+1, 

where I" and Is are the intensities of the unscanered and 
scattered light that enters the imaging system. The sum of I" 
and I, yields the total entered Light intensity. Considering the 
boundary layer turbulence, the MTF in Eq. (7) might be in· 
troduced into Eq. (8) as a multiplication factor. 

Equation (8) yields only an approximate description of 
the atmospheric influences. In reality, the connection between 
the individual MTFs may be much more complicated, be· 
cause all particular influences are dependent on each other 
and connected by the meteorological parameters. For ex· 
ample, the wavefront of a plane wave is distorted by the 
atmospheric rwbulence and deviates from the ideal plane 
wave. Before entering the imaging system the distorted wave
front is additionally defonned by the aircraft boundary layer 
turbulence. Theoretically it is possible that the deformation 
of the wavefront caused by atmospheric turbulence is com· 
pensated by the boundary layer turbulence. Thereby, the re· 
suIting deviation of the wavefront from the plane wave is 
reduced, which leads to an image quality improvement. Fur· 
thermore, this may be valid for the connection between the 
atmospheric influences and aberrations of the aerial camera 
lens. Therefore, not only the combination of all particular 
atmospheric influences must be examined funher but also 
their connection to other links of the image transfer cbain. 

3 Dependence of the Refractive Index Structure 
Conotant on Altitude 

The atmospheric turbulence is described with Fried's param. 
etcr. As shown in Eq. (2), Fried's parameter is defined by an 
integral over the refractive index structure constant and is 
dependent on altitude, temperature. and air pressure. The 
refractive index structure constant C; is a measure for the 
strength of the present turbulence. Using the fonnula obtained 
by Friebe et al.,19 the connection of the refractive index struc. 
lUre constant C; with temperature, air pressure, and air hu
midity is derived to be (see Sec. 6, Appendix) 

C~(h)= {80 x 1O - '[P(h)IT'(h)]}' . C,'(h) 

+ 9.0672 X 10- "[P(h)IT'(h)] . C~(h) 

+ 3.2115 X 10- "C;(h) • (9) 

when: 

p = the air pressure in millibar (mb) 
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T = the tempenture in Kelvin (K) 
c,2 = the temperature structure constant 

C", = the temperature· water vapor strucrure coefficient c: = the humidity structure constant. 

For optical propagation in dry air and in the case of most 

astronomical observations, the second and third leon in 
Eq. (9) can be negligible. I 1.19-21 Therefore, Eq. (9) becomes 

C~(h) = {80 X 1O- '[P(h)IT' (h))}'· C,'(h ) . ( 10) 

All parame .. " in Eqs. (9) and (10) are a function of the 
altitude. To calculate the integral in Eq. (2) and to determine 
Fried's parameter for a given flight altitude. the refractive 
index structure constant dependency on altitude must be de
duced. It has been examined to describe C; through the a1. 
titude h onl1;; For this reason, different models have been 
suggested.9. .22- 24 They can be condensed by the following 
general fonnula: 

C~(h)=C;"'-' exp(-hlh') • 

where C!,. b, and h' are the chosen parameters. 

Fried's model": 

b= 113 • 

h' = 3200m . 

c!. = 4.22 x 10- 14 m -If) , 

C~(h) =4.22 x 10- "h - Vl exp( -h132(0) 

Brookne"s model": 

b=516 , 

h'- 320m, 

C;' = 3.6 X IO-13 mlf'. 

C~(h) ; 3.6 x 10- "h -'f, up( -h1320) 

Tal8rs«j's model'": 

b=413 • 

h' =00 • 
C!.=4.16xlO- 1l m;t). 

C~(h)-4.l6X IO- Ilh- " 

Hufnagel's model": 

C~(h) - 2.7 x 10-"[2.2 x 1O-"h lO(wn7)' 

Xexp( -hll(00) +exp( - hlI5(0)} 

(II ) 

(14) 

The wind is one of the most important factors fo~ atmospheriC 
turbulence. In Hufnagel's model, its influence IS considered 
with a factorw. which is the average wind speed in the range 
of elevations from S to 20 km. Equation (IS) is actuaJly a 
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~ 2 Curves of the refractive Index structure constant via the al· 
titude 1, Fried's model; 2, Brookner's model; 3. Tatarskrs model; 
and", Hufnagers model. (For the Hufnagel's model, w - 18 mls was 
"""'ed.) 

combination of two pans. each of which has the form of 
~. (II). For the fi,,' part. b - -10, h' -1000 m, 
C .. ~S.94X IO-Sl m -1';'\ and a weight factor (wI27)2 are 
pu'mto&j. (II). In the second part are b-O, h'-ISOOm, 
~C.!.=2.7XlO-'6 m-'1J. The model in Eq. (IS) is only 
valid for the range of elevations from 3 kID above the local 
ground level to 24 kIn above the sea level. 24 The model in 
Eq. (14) is a theoretical model while the other models are 
based on eXperimental measurements. The models have been 
checked under different weather conditions and measurement 
fie~ds.21.22.2S-29 Tatarski's model appears to fit best for small 
altitudes,22.29 while the other models are more suited to higher 
aItitudeS.

21
.2S-21 However. the vertical C;(h) profiles of the 

atmosp~re'lmeasured by Ochs et al.26 at night, indicate in
creases m CII al altitudes on the order of 10 to 20 kIn. These 
resuhs contradict the models discussed in this section. 
The The curvesofC;{h) for all four models are shown in Fig. 2. rlevary smoothly over the propagation path. With the help 
.. models, the integral in &j. (2) can be calculated for a 
gIven l?Cation and altitude, and Fried's parameter TO can be 
determined. '!'he result of the integra] calculation corresp:mds 
:: pl~e 10 .Fig. 2, .which is limited by the curve and the 
Iarg ssa ~ a given altitude range. According to Eq. (2), the 
~ ~s ~lane is, the smaller is Fried's parameter TO- A 
Cur... n~ s parameter corresponds to strong turbulence. 
abo e 1 15 calculated according to Fried's model and lies 
est veaU other curves in Fig. 2. Therefore, it yields the strong-

turbuJ.ence among all four curves. According to the models 
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mentioned above, the influence of the atmospheric twtmlence 
increases until a certain flight altitude is reached. which is 
dependent on the used model. As shown in Fig. 2, the fluc
tuations of refractive index become very small over the 
model-dependent altitude so that it may be neglected. There
fore. the effect of the atmospheric turbulence wiD be ap
proximately constant when the altitude exceeds a certain 
value. 

4 Measured Results for DIfferent Fllght ARRude. 
For the measurements. two artificial edge and grating patterns ' 
are laid out on the ground perpendicular to each other as 
shown in Fig. 1. To examine the atmosphere. four airborne 
photographs were taken by Leica Heerbrugg Corporation. 
Heerbrugg. Switzerland. from three different flight altitudes. 
For a Oight altitude of about 3400 m above sea level, two 
successive photographs were taken. The weather condition 
and camera parameters are summarized in Table 1. During 
the photography, there was a relatively strong haze with a 
clear top limit at about 1800 m above sea level. As shown 
in Table I, these four airborne photographs were taken 
shortly after each other, so that the same atmospheric con
ditions could be assumed. The photographs were evaluated 
by the edge gradient analysis (EGAYO and the gratingpanem 
method,2 respective1y. The entire MTFs for different flight 
altitudes were determined not only with artificial edge pat
terns but also with grating patterns. Figw-e 3 shows only the 
MfF curves measured from edge images. The same results 
have been obtained with grating patterns. 
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Flg.3 Airborne photographs taken at three different !lIght altitudes and the corresponding MTF curves: 

. MTF obtained With the edge Image In X direction and . MTF obtained 
With the edge image In Y direction : (a) H e 900 m above sea level , (b) H"" 1920 m above sea level. 
and (C) H= 3435 m above sea level. 
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ItI Fig. 3. twO MTF curves for each Hight altitude are 
shOwn together. The c,urve,s in the X direc~on ~o~spond to 
the patterns in Hight direchon, and the Y dlR:ctlon IS perpen
dicular to it. We found good agreement of the MTF curves 
obuined from both edge patterns. Because of the larger trans
fer path, the MTF for a flight altitude of 3435 m above sea 
!eve] is worse than the one for 1920 m above sea level. Ac
cording to Eqs. (2), (3), and (5),. the MrF of different at
mospheric influences decreases With altJtude. But unexpect
edly. the curves for a flight altitude of 900 m above sea level 
lie lower than those for 1920 m above sea level. This is 
probably due to the relative strong haze below 1800 m above 
sea level. At 900 m. the haze was close [0 the entrance pupil 
of the camera. which lead to a considerable influence on the 
image qualiry-the nearer the turbulent layer to the camera 
entrance pupil, the greater the influence on image quality is 
expected. On the other hand. the values of C; near the image 
make a great conuibution to the influence of the atmospheric 
turbulence. At the altitudes of the haze layer. C; can be 
higher. thus the turbulence near the image will be stronger. 
Although this supposition does not agree with the mooels of 
C;. there are some measurements of C; height profiles with 
increases in C; at a range of altitude2 as mentioned in the 
pre"ious section. A systematic study of the specific effects 
or weather parameters on C; indicates thai C; increases with 
aerosol concentration and size.]1 Therefore. the strong haze 
appears to be associated with a C; increase at the lowest 
altitude. Funhennore. it is possible that the aircraft has cre
ated a stronger boundary layer twbulence due to the strong 
haze. Moreover. the visibility from the aircraft was the worst 
at 9(X) m (see Table I). For example, the inclined sight vis
ibility was 12 to 18 km. To image an object on the ground, 
the inclined sight visibility is essential . The bad visibility 
reduces the contrast of the object and the image. At 1920 and 
3435 m. the mclined sight visibility was approximately equal . 

For a Oight altitude of 343.5 m, we examined two pho
tographs laken one after the other in a time interval of 8 min. 
Figure 4 shows the MTF curves measured on both photo
graphs. The curves obtained from the edge panern in one 
direction are shown in Fig. 4(a) while the ones obtained in 
I perpendicular direction are shown in Fig. 4(b). They are in 
good agreement although a filter was changed between the 
photographs. It can be shown that the aunosphere affected 
both Photographs takeD under equal conditions equally. 

There are two metboos 10 check the models of the at
mospheric influences. If the M1F curves of the camera lens 
and film are known, the aunospheric MTF can be experi
mentally determined by dividing the measured MTF by the 
lnown MfFs. It can be compared with the theoretical models. 
On the other hand, the mooels can be checked by dividing 
the measured MTF by the theoretical atmospheric MTF cal
culated according to the chosen model. If all MfFs obtained 
after di"ision agree for different flight altitudes, the used 
model ~d be considered experimentally verified on the 
sUpPoslbon that all other factors remain uncbanged. 

A comparison between measured and calculated MTF 
CW\<e~ is made at two different flight altitudes. If the MTF 
~btude hi is denoted with MTF(h l ) . and at h2 with 

(h:l. where h2 is greater than hi' we obtain 

':!!'F .,(hll MrF.(h,) 
Ml'F (h (16) 
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Fig." MTF CUNes measured from two aJrbome photographs taken 
with the same attitude (H= 343S m above sea level): (a) MTF in X 
direction and (b) MTF in Y direction. 

where MTF rn{h~ and MTFrn(hl) are the measured resulting 
MrF and MrF.(h,) and MrF .(h,) are the atmospheric MrFs 
at the altitudes h2 and hi. respectively. We assume that other 
influences. such as vibrations. are constant at both flight al
titudes. From Eq. (16), it follows that 

z MrF.(h,) MrF (h) 
MrF _(h,) MrF.(h,) _, . (17) 

To verify the model, the MrF at h~ calculated by Eq. (17), 
can be compared with the measured MTF obtained at h2• To 
estimate the atmospheric MTF, only abnospheric turbulence 
is considered at first. Fried's model, which describes a rel
atively strong turbulence. has been used as an example. Fig
ure 5 shows MTF curves calculated with Fried's parameters 
for different flight altitudes. The ratio of MTF,,{343.5) to 
MTFA(l920) is shown in Fig. 6. If this ratio and the measured 
MTF for 1920 m (corresponding to the fat curve in Fig. 3(b)} 
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Fig •• Relative MTF of turbulence between the altitude' 1920 and 
3435 m. 

are put into Eq. (11). the calculatedMTF for the flight altirude 
343.5 m results. It corresponds to curve 3 in Fig. 7. 

Figures 6 and 7 show that the inftuence of the atmospheric 
turbulence according to Fried's model should be small. The 
difference between curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 7 indicates that the 
influence of atmospheric turbulence is greater than predicted 
by the theoretical model. An explanation could be that ad. 
ditional atmospheric influences. such as those mentioned in 
Sec. 2. Deed to be taken into consideration. It is unlikely that 
mechanical influences from the camera carrier were different 
for our photographs. This can be supported by the good agree
ment of the curves in Fig. 4. The aircraft boundary layer 
turbulence. however. might be different at different photo
graphs. According to the theory. the conlJaSt degradation due 
to atmospheric background and the forward scattering by 
airborne panicles are dependent on the altirude. in which the 
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FIg. 7 MTF measured for night altitude (curve 1) 1920 m aboYsw 
level and (CUM 2) 3435 m above Ha level, and (curve 3) MTF caJ. 
euiated by multiplying curve 1 with the relative MTF 01 the IUrtlI; 
lonce. 

former is independent on the spatial frequency, and the latter 
quasi-independent OD it. However. both influences appear to 

increase with increasing spatial frequencies according to the 
measurements. Therefore. it is necessary to enlarge and mod· 
ify the models. 

5 Conclullonl 
The MTF of the atmosphere was examined. The measure
ments show that the atmosphere can be a limiting link in the 
image--fonning chain. According to a comparison between 
measurements and calculations. it seems that it is not enough 
to consider the atmospheric turbulence as a disturbing factor 
only. Additional disturbing factors in the atmosphere need 
to be considered. The atmospheric influences are dependent 
on the flight altitude. This dependence is comprehended in 
the different models and checked through the measurtment 
of airborne photogt1lphs taken at different flight altitudes. 
According to the models, the atmospheric influences increase 
with flight altitude, but depending on the weather conditions. 
this can change. especially if baze is close to the enttanCC 
pupil of the camera. This is verified by some measurements. 
The combination of the MTFs of different atmospheric in· 
fluences must be examined further. 

6 Appendix 
In Ref. 19, it has been indicated that fluctuations of refractive 
inde:\ are showD to be composed of fluctuations of the tern· 
perature. pressure. and water vapor content of air for the 
visible spectnlm. A corresponding equation for the 6ucruat· 
ing refractivity has been given by Friebe et al.19 as 

n' ~ -1.000+0.366p-O.OS667q • (18) 

where 

n' = the fluctuation of the refractivity 
e = the fluctuation of the temperature ("C) 

p = the fluctuation of the pressure (millibars) 
q = the fluctuation of the absolute humidity (.,.glcm

J
). 
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n.es<COll<l "'"" in Eq. (18) can be neglected due to the small 
COf]tribution of the fluctuating static pressure field. Therefore, 
Eq. (18) is reduced to 

, ' :_I.006-0.05667q . (19) 

It sboUld be noted that ~ coefficient to e is calculated under 
the mean conwtions of T= 15°C and Po= 760 torr, whereas 
the coefficient of the absolute humi~ty does not depend on 
!be mean pressure Po or temperature T of the air.'9 To univer· 
salizt Eq. (19), we use the formula obtained by Tatarsk.i20 

instead of the coefficient of - 1.00. Therefore, Eq. (19) be· 

com" 
":-80 . ~; . 8-0.05667q , 

T. 
(20) 

wben: p. is the mean pressure in millibar and fa is the mean 
temperature in degrees Kelvin. There is a small difference 
between the formula of Tatarski and the formula of Friehe, 
for example, using the formula ofTatarski with fa = 288.16 K 
(I5'C) and p.= 1010.8 mb (760 torr), the coefficient of 8 
isO.974. 

It should be remembered that n' =dN is denoted by 
Friebe,'9 where N = (11 - I) X 1 r! is the refractivity (11 is the 
refractive index). Therefore, we have 

,'=dN=dnX 10' . (21) 

We denote dn by 11". Substituting the expression (21) into 
Eq. (20), we obtain the fluctuation of the refractive index as 

"z-80XIO-·.~ . 8-5.667XIO-·q . 
T. 

From Eq. (22), the variance of n" is given by 

ii"= (80X 10-' . ;: )' . ~+9.0672 x 10-" 

and the power spectrum of n" is 

+,{f) = (80 X 10-'· ;J)'. 4>.(f) 

-

+ 9.0672 X 10 - 11 • ~;. C0lq(f) 
T. 

+3.21l5X 1O- "4>.(f) , 

ii"= f <I>,.(f) df , 
o 

• 
ijl = f <I>,(f) df , 

o 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

• 

8q = J COIq(f) df , 
o 

;r = f <I>'<f) df , 
o 

and/is the frequency in hertz. 
According to early studies, •• .• 9.20 the power spectra of n" , 

9, q, and the cospectrum term of 9q should be described by 

4> •• (f)=AC;r"" (25) 

4>,(f)=AC.'r'h (26) 

COIq(f)=AC .. r 'h (27) 

4>.<!)=AC;r'h , (28) 

where e: is the refractive index structure constant. e,l is the 
temperature structure constant, Crq is the temperature water 
vapor structure coefficient. and C; is the humidity structure 
constant; A is the same parameter for all equations. Putting 
Eqs. (25) througb (28) into Eq. (24), we obtain 

C;= (80 X 10- '· ~J)" C.'+ 9.0672 X 10- 11 

x~; . Crq+3.2115XIO-UC: . 
• 

(29) 

Because of th~ dependence of P WI and T. on altitude, we 
denote P WI and T. with P(h) and 7th), respectively. Therefore, 
the refractive index structure constant is given by 

C;(h) ={80x 1O-·[P(h)iT'(h)]}' . C,'(h) 

+9.0672 x 1O-"[P(h)IT'(h)]. C .. (h) 

+ 3.2115 X 10- "C;(h) . (30) 
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